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Steeplechase's Most Historic Jump Is Also Its Most Controversial 

 

rses 
The Velka Pardubicka Steeplechase on Sunday featured Taxis Ditch, 

 above, a jump where 24 horses have died.  

 

 

PARDUBICE, Czech Republic — A pack of horses approached the famous hedge at speed, each rider bent low 

beneath the wind. Hooves clopped down and grass flew up as if churned through an electric fan. The horses 

could not see what lay beyond the ((( green wall rising some five and a half feet in 

front(y = 5.5 ft.) of them))), but the thousands of fans on the berms of this city’s racetrack knew. 

Many held their breath as the horses took off, the animals’ legs — and hopes — stretching, straining, for the 

other side. England’s Grand National may be the most famous steeplechase run in the world, but the most 

historic jump, if not the most dramatic and controversial, is here, about an hour’s drive from the center of 

Prague. On Sunday, as has been the case nearly every year since 1874, the Velka Pardubicka (literally the 

Grand Pardubice) was held and a field of horses challenged the Taxisuv prikop, or Taxis Ditch, a brutal 

trench that has claimed many races, and a number of lives, over the years. The Taxis occupies a sacred place in 

European racing, as riders are not allowed to practice the jump and the only race in which it is featured is the 

Velka, a punishing test of endurance that sends horses on a cross-country dash of 31 jumps and about 

four and a quarter miles (or a bit less than four times the distance of the Kentucky Derby).  

Often, the Taxis is where things unravel. Named for a 19th-century prince who persuaded organizers that they 

should keep the dangerous jump in the race instead of omitting it out of fear, the Taxis features its towering 

hedge and a pit that is about 3 feet deep and about (((19 feet long))). Since 1927, 24 horses have died 

after falling at the Taxis, including one, a brown mare named Zulejka, who was euthanized on Sunday. 

19 feet = X 

5.5 feet = Y 

Ө =  ? 

VH = ? 

INTRODUCTION:  Three big concepts of 
projectile motion are: VHorizontal = constant, 
Vvertical behaves as any freely falling object, 
Time moving horizontally is the same as the 
time moving vertically. Best practice to solving 
projectile solutions is to break solution into  
horizontal and vertical parts since only 
acceleration exists in the vertical direction. 
 
QUESTIONS;(a)Find time(t) for these horses to 
fall 5.5 ft.? (b) Find VH (in ft/s & mph)of horses 
as they fly over the hedges?(see photo at left) 
(c)  Find vertical velocity(ft./s) of horse as it 
lands on the grass? (d) Find the resultant 
velocity( in ft./s & mph) as the horse lands on 
the grass? (e) Find the angle(θ)( relative to the 
horizontal) at which the horse lands? 
HINTS: Y = VOVt + 1/2 g t2 , X = VH t , V = VOV + gt 
60 mph = 88 ft./s  
 
ANSWERS: (a)  0.586 s  (b) 32.4 ft./s or 22 mph, 
(c) 18.75 ft./s , (d) 37.43 ft./s or 25.5 mph , 
(e)  300 

COMMENT ON ANSWERS:  The article below says this Czech 

steeplechase is 4.25 miles long.  Wikipedia says time to Run  4.25mi. 
takes about 11 min. Finding V =X/t  = 4.25 mi./ [11 min./60 min./hr.] = 

23.18 mi./hr(34 ft./s). Verification  of velocity #s at right. 
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